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At the “Bibliothèque de l’Université du Littoral - 
Côte d’Opale” (Bulco) of Calais

From Wednesday, December 2 to Thursday, 
December 17, 2015

«MOVING BEYOND BORDERS»

Interactive, multimedia and accessible to all, 
the exhibition aims to fight prejudices about 
migrants and to denounce the policies that 
marginalise migrants as “unwanted” on 
European territory.

[The unsuspected trip of two african activists, Lucie BACON, 2015, © Migreurop]
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This exhibition, designed by Etrange Miroir, explores the journeys of migrants and 
highlights the measures which are responsible for their perilous crossing of the 
Sahara, the Mediterranean Sea and/or the Eastern borders of the European Union.

Set up as part of Migreurop’s Open Access Now and Frontexit campaigns, Mo-
ving Beyond Borders (MBB) is an awareness-building tool, open to the general 
public, observing migration from both a militant and artistic angle. Its aim is to 
share knowledge, accumulated over the last 10 years, of the obstacles, injus-
tice and violation of migrants’ rights, as well as to highlight a new vision of the 
world in which freedom to circulate would be guaranteed to one and all and 
would be a means of transforming the current social order into a fairer and 
more just model of society.
This itinerant MBB exhibition offers a multimedia approach to the realities of 
migration. 
Maps, to provide an overview of the routes people take and the way in which 
border control moves and is outsourced. 
Photographs to illustrate the consequences of security-based management of 
the migration issue, as observed in Europe and beyond. 
Soundscapes to accompany and emphasize the different elements exhibited. 

The exhibition is made up of five interactive modules, the first three dealing 
with contemporary facts, while the last modules show two imaginary and op-
posing scenarios of the potential development in European migration policy.

Etrange Miroir, Migreurop, the BULCO, the Plate-forme de Services aux Migrants, the Carrefour de 
la Solidarité, the Secours Catholique Nord-Pas-de-Calais invite you to discover the exhibition “Moving 
Beyond Borders” (MBB).

>> BiBLiOthèqUE UNivErSitairE dE L’UNivErSité dU LittOraL  CôtE d’OPaLE 
(190 Rue Ferdinand Buisson, 62106 Calais)
From 6 years old – Free entrance
From Wednesday, december 2 to thursday, december 17, 2015 
OPENiNG hOUrS:
Monday to Wednesday: 7.45 am to 7pm
Thursday & Friday: 7.45 am to 6 pm
Saturday: 9 am to 12 am
Night opening on December 8, until 8 pm.

For more information, see: 
Public relations and communication: Cécilia Fall expombb@gmail.com | +33 (0)7 81 74 06 61
Press relations: Olivier Clochard olivier.clochard@univ-poitiers.fr | + 33 (0)6 79 01 86 27
BULCO: Virginie Delrue virginie.delrue@univ-littoral.fr | + 33 (0)3 21 46 36 80

Visuals available on request

Visuals © Marine Simon

This project has been supported by the European Programme for Integration and 
Migration (EPIM), a collaborative initiative of the Network of European Foundations.
The sole responsibility for the content lies with the author(s) and the content may not 
necessarily reflect the positions of NEF, EPIM, or the Partner Foundations.


